BEST COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER PROMOTION
This was a tough contest to judge, but The Eastern Door was the clear choice. Important cause, lots of coverage and a nice promotion
for both the paper and the community. I like the other two finalists very much as well - simple ideas that would certainly keep
readers coming back for more.
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THE
EASTERN DOOR
Love the idea, lots of extensive coverage and work
for an important cause, and a nice payoff. Keep up
the good work!
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MNBAQ public mural is a peek into ‘Wonderland

’

BY BETHANN MERKLE

Coordinated by local artists from the alternative
art gallery Morgan Bridge, members
of the public paint parts of the 75-metre
long mural.

Announcing the new QCT Mystery
Photo of the Week Contest

Photo by Bethann G. Merkle

Photo by Bethann G. Merkle

n Saturday, May 26,
the public was invited
to participate in a
guided mural project at the
Musée national des beaux
arts du Québec (MNBAQ).
The 75-metre mural was
painted on the wall surrounding the building site for
the museum’s new pavillion,
currently under construction.
The artists responsible for
designing and coordinating
the mural belong to a local alternative art gallery, Morgan
Bridge, and are collectively
and individually becoming
increasingly well known for
their graffiti-art styles.
The mural was coordinated by Morgan Bridge
Gallery director Alexander
Lemay and MNBAQ’s curator
of contemporary art, Bernard
Lamarche. The mural project
was made possible in part
thanks to support from National Bank. The other artists
involved with designing and
directing the project on Saturday were Morgan Bridge A lone, young painter works
on an abstract portion of
Gallery members Mathieu the mural.
Lamoureux, Olivier Dufour- exhibit which will
open next as Frida Kahlo and Dorothea
Moisan, Emmanuel Lajoie, week - “In Wonderland:
The Tanning, and emphasizes the
Louis Letourneau David surreal adventures
of women contribution of female artists
Gagnon, and Justin Roy.
artists in Mexico and the in the twentieth century
to
The mural design draws United States.” The
exhibi- the surrealist art movement.
inspiration from an MNBAQ tion features painters
such According to MNBAQ, this
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In contrast to the bright pastel colour scheme
in other sections, the portion of the mural
closest to Grand Allée is rendered in more
subtle, life-like tones.

will be the first major exhibition to highlight the key role
women played in the surrealist movement.
F it ti n g ly, the publ ic
mural will be visible in its

hard-to-miss location on an array of special
activities
Wolfe-Montcalm Avenue hosted by the
museum. The
during the duration of the ex- mural will remain
in place
hibition. “In Wonderland” will until October, at
which point
run from June 3 to September the museum has
not yet clari3, and will be accompanied by fied what will happen
to it.

Mystery Photo #1 - Question: What is
the name of the park from which you
can
observe this view?

BY BETHANN G. MERKLE AND
SHIRLEY NADEAU
Quebec City is full of picturesque and noteworthy vistas
and scenes. The newly-launched
Mystery Photo Contest offers
QCT readers opportunities to
appreciate the city from some
well-known and less familiar
angles. We hope you have as
much fun with the mystery
photos as we do!
RU LE S A N D REGU L ATIONS:
HOW IT WORK S : Each
week’s paper will include a
new mystery photo, based on
a monthly theme. The theme
for June is “Name the park . .
. . “ The theme for July will be
“Historical landmarks, buildings, etc.” Your challenge is to
correctly answer the question
that accompanies the photo.
Answers may be submitted by
e-mail to photo@qctonline.com

or by regular mail to the Quebec
Chronicle-Telegraph, 1040 rue
Belvedere, Suite 218, Quebec, QC
G1S 3G3, along with your name,
mailing address and a phone
number. Telephone entries will
not be accepted. The Mystery
Photo Contest is open to all QCT
readers, regardless of age. There
is a limit of one entry per week,
per household. QCT writers,
as listed in our masthead, are
welcome to participate but are
NOT eligible for prizes.
HOW YOU CAN WIN: All
cor rect responses w ill be
entered for a weekly prize. At
the end of each month, a Grand
Prize will be awarded to the
person having correctly answered all the questions posed
during that month. If more than
one person qualifies for the
weekly or monthly prize, there
will be a drawing from all the
correct answers for the prize.
Winners will be offered a choice

from the current array of prizes,
which may include, but are not
limited to: QCT subscriptions
or renewals (one year), books,
gift certificates from local businesses, and other prizes as they
become available. The deadline
for weekly entries will be by
Friday of the following week.
For example: your answer for
the photo published this week,
May 30, must be received before
5:00 p.m., Friday, June 8.
BONUS ENTRIES: Will be
credited for any readers who
submit a photo of themselves at
a mystery photo location! These
photos should be submitted in
the same manner as the answers,
via email or post.
ANNOUNCING THE
WINNERS: We will report all
correct answers and announce
the weekly and monthly winners
at the end of the month, the
week after each theme ends.
Good luck!
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QUEBEC
CHRONICLE-TELEGRAPH
Really nice idea that most definitely kept readers guessing.
This could be done in pretty much every city very versatile and simple concept.
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THE SUBURBAN
Nice prize, great promotion for client and paper alike.

Judge: Blake Wolfe, News Editor, The Standard Newspaper, Port Perry, ON
Number of entries in the Best Community Newspaper Promotion category: 6
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